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Conditional support from below? Understanding the
dynamics of municipal amalgamation preferences
among local politicians
Thomas Myksvoll

Researcher II, NORCE Norwegian Research Centre, Health and Social Sciences, Bergen,
Norway

ABSTRACT
Municipal amalgamations are commonly undertaken with promises of scale
effects. But territorial reforms also invoke issues of local identity and
democracy, which may be negatively impacted by upscaled local
government. This article explores how these frames play out as drivers of
amalgamation preferences among local representatives. Utilizing survey data
of Norwegian local politicians during the 2014–2020 Local Government
Reform, this article shows that local politicians are more likely to support
amalgamation when prioritizing and supporting functional scale
considerations. Conversely, they are less likely to support amalgamation
when invoking issues of local belonging, democracy, and citizens’ influence.
But these attitudes are not static. Sources of support and aversion towards
amalgamation are at times conditional; the characteristics of the municipality,
the individual’s status in the local political environment, and the views of the
population may both enhance and weaken the degree to which functional or
communitarian frames are rallied to support or oppose amalgamation.
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Introduction

Amalgamating municipalities is commonly undertaken with promises of scale
effect benefits. These may be increasing administrative efficiency, improving
local finances, the quality of public services, and increasing, mobilizing, and
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promoting local economic investment, development, and competitiveness
(Brenner 2003; Brenner 2004; Swianiewicz, Gendzwil, and Zardi 2017; Swianie-
wicz 2021b). The promises of such potential benefits have not gone unno-
ticed among policymakers. Indeed, since 2000, a wave of amalgamation
reforms has taken place, with reform efforts undertaken or underway in
roughly 20 European countries (Swianiewicz et al. 2022).

But changing the territorial structure at the local level is also a potentially
contentious policy and may upset local community and identity feelings tied
to the attachment to long-established territorial units (Myksvoll, Tatham, and
Fimreite 2022; Stein, Broderstad, and Bjørnå 2022; Terlouw 2016). Territorial
upscaling may also weaken democratic representativeness (i.e. making sure
every part of the territory is represented) and increase the distance
between citizens and elected officials (De Vries and Sobis 2014; Swianiewicz,
Gendzwil, and Zardi 2017). Indeed, concerns over local identity and demo-
cratic deficiency may even cause previously amalgamated municipalities to
split apart1 (Brajnik and Lavtar 2021; Łukomska 2021; Spáč 2021).

The decision to amalgamate one’s municipality with one or more neigh-
bours involves a reorganization not only of administrative-jurisdictional
boundaries but also of political institutions. Local representatives thus
become central reform stakeholders.

Though there is rich literature on municipal amalgamation, less is known
about the conditions under which local representatives support or oppose
reforming their jurisdiction’s territory, and by extension, their political
milieu. Local representatives may be viewed as direct stakeholders of munici-
pal amalgamation because their political and institutional environments
become subject to significant change through the joining of two or more
government units. Understanding the dynamics involved among local repre-
sentatives in this context increases our knowledge of the way amalgamation
reforms develop, and the political calculation behind why some municipali-
ties amalgamate while others do not. At a more general level, it contributes
to our knowledge of the proclivity of political actors to alter their institutional
environments.

Amalgamation reforms may vary in scope and form. They may be driven as
bottom-up processes, where municipalities initiate, drive, and implement
decisions. They may also be top-down, wherein the central government
drives reform efforts, which may also include the coercion of unwilling
municipal amalgamation partners (Gendźwiłł, Kurniewicz, and Swianiewicz
2021; Swianiewicz 2021b). Amalgamation reforms of the last decades have
commonly taken a coerced rather than voluntary form, thus not formally
requiring support from below (Erlingsson, Ödalen, and Wångmar 2020). But
for amalgamation to be successful in the long term and not face the potential
of later breakups, local willingness, as well as some degree of vertical (local-
national), and horizontal (local-local) cooperation is desirable (Larsen 2016).
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This article explores the recent Norwegian reform case, which, though
initially desired and framed by the central government, mainly relied on
local willingness to amalgamate. The Norwegian case provides a unique
and contemporary case for investigating drivers of local politicians’ amalga-
mation preferences. The reform was implemented on 1 January 2020 and
reduced the number of municipalities from 428 to 356. Though the reform
mainly relied on the local voluntary agreement, the reform was backed up
with threats of the potential use of coercion by the central government,
should local agreement lack. Utilizing comprehensive survey data of over
3000 Norwegian municipal council representatives, the local politicians’ pre-
ferences are analysed through two sets of expectations: (1) scale effects
according to beliefs of the functionality of governance and (2) a communitar-
ian view, emphasizing issues of local belonging, identity, and democracy.
Both are contained within a broader theoretical framework that regards the
two as potentially antithetical logics concerned with the design of territor-
ial-administrative units.

Two key findings are drawn from the analyses. First, a functionalist-leaning
attitude among local representatives increases the likelihood of support for
amalgamation, while prioritizing issues of local belonging, identity, and
democratic representativeness reduces it. Second, the link between attitudes
towards the two logics of territorial design is strong but not static and uncon-
ditional sources of amalgamation preferences. Indeed, there is an interplay
between these attitudinal measurements and external observables: the
characteristic of the municipality the politician represents, the position they
occupy in the local political environment, and the stance of the electorate
moderate the degree to which the two main logics act as sources of amalga-
mation preferences. These findings offer insights into individual-level
dynamics at play in the local political sphere in a recent territorial reform
setting.

The next section outlines theoretical frameworks for understanding amal-
gamation preference formation among local politicians. Subsequent sections
describe data and applied methods before findings are presented. Analyses
and discussions follow, with concluding remarks.

Why (not) amalgamate a municipality?

Studies of local territorial rescaling usually point to domestic functional press-
ures (Askim et al. 2016) or globalization trends (Lidström 2007) as key under-
lying causal determinants of the phenomenon.2 But the decision to
amalgamate a municipality is ultimately a political choice and depends on
politicians’ priorities and goals (Keating 2020). Moreover, the circumstances,
priorities, and goals of local governments are contextual. A city-municipality
with hundreds of thousands of citizens faces different challenges from a rural
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municipality with a few thousand citizens (Keating 1995; Smith and Mayston
1987). The pervasiveness of municipal amalgamation reforms across many
countries in recent years can be seen as a way of meeting those varied and
contextual challenges. In part depending on the challenges that need to
be addressed, decision-makers must weigh the potential benefits and risks
of amalgamation. This holds especially true for local politicians when
reform processes are anchored locally. They must live in and with the insti-
tutions and structures they potentially subject to dramatic change.

Yet individual-level literature on perceptions and preferences towards this
process are relatively scarce. Among the studies that exist, Tavares (2018, 10–
11) highlights both methodological limitations and their relative scarcity.
Moreover, they mostly target citizens (Kushner and Siegel 2005; Poel 2000;
Roberta et al. 2015; Higdem et al. 2020; Rose, Klausen, and Winsvold 2017;
Saglie, Segaards, and Christensen 2021; Stein, Broderstad, and Bjørnå 2022)
or bureaucrats (Myksvoll, Tatham, and Fimreite 2022; Takagishi, Sakata, and
Kitamura 2012) perceptions of and experiences with amalgamations.

A considerable causal chain and several explanatory factors can be
expected to form the amalgamation stance taken by local representatives.
This study considers two factors of primary interest, which can both be
understood as views of the role of local government, and their relation to
its territorial architecture.

The logics of territorial design

The discussion of the territorial architecture of government, and the proper
scales at which governance is exercised, can be found in discussions of (gov-
ernment) size and democracy (Dahl and Tufte 1973), rescaling (Brenner 2003,
2004), metropolitan governance (Norris 2001), and new regionalism (Keating
1997). Found in these discussions is the understanding of governance scales
as expressed through two enduring principles, or logics. They are known as
functionalism and community/identity (Keating 2020, 4). The former relates
territorial structures to a government’s functional capacities. The latter sees
government and governance as an expression of sociality among partici-
pants, with community or identity-based territorial borders (Tatham,
Hooghe, and Marks 2021). As such, the two views may be antithetical; the
functionalist view emphasizes efficiency and rational design, while the com-
munitarian view relates to subjective and fuzzy feelings of community and
belonging to a bordered territorial entity (Tatham and Bauer 2021, 5).

Functionalism
The logic of functionalism’s premise is that ‘the scale at which a public good is
most efficiently provided depends on the costs and benefits of centralization
for the public good in question’ (Tatham, Hooghe, and Marks 2021, 4). This
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thinking relates to public choice theories and that there exists some territorial
design of a government unit (or level) that optimizes its effectiveness
(Hooghe and Marks 2009).

An effective summary of the functionalist position regarding territorial
consolidation is that larger local governments benefit from economies of
scale, allowing for a less expensive, more effective provision of services in
larger government units (Swianiewicz 2018, 3). Larger local governments
can thereby become more efficient service providers and improve planning
and economic development policies. Functional pressures arising from
fiscal stress, urbanization patterns, and policy decentralization (Askim et al.
2016) may also be alleviated.

There is a broad swath of empirical literature on municipal amalgamation
entrenched in the functionalist perspective.3 Literature reviews of this strand
of research temper expectations of outright positive functional benefits from
amalgamation (Dhimitri 2018; Tavares 2018). Nevertheless, the idea that
larger local governments benefit from functional scale effects remain endur-
ing frames employed by policymakers to argue for reform (Erlingsson,
Ödalen, and Wångmar 2020). Indeed, functional motivations to undertake
amalgamation have strengthened following the 2008 financial crisis. Since
then, politicians have increasingly emphasized improving economic resili-
ence and financial management as motivations for reducing the number of
local units (Bolgherini, Casula, and Marotta 2018, 448; Xu and Warner 2015;
Swianiewicz 2021b).

Promises of functional scale effects and the idea that ‘bigger is better’ can,
in other words, make policymakers more prone to create larger local govern-
ments. This view may also be found in local councils (Dollery and Crase 2004)
and can contribute to explain the occurrence of voluntary amalgamations.
Hence, the first set of expectations can be formed:

H1a: A local politician prioritizing functional considerations is more likely to
desire amalgamation.

H1b: If a local politician believes that larger local governments provide better
public services, the more likely they are to desire amalgamation.

Community/identity
The community/identity logic holds that (territorial) governance scales
cannot be explained solely by functional considerations, but also by collective
feelings of identity.4 It rests on the question of what governance is and who
has the right to make collectively binding decisions for a particular group
(Hooghe and Marks 2016, 1; Tatham, Hooghe, and Marks 2021, 4). Long-
established territories generate, but are also part of, peoples’ identities.
Such identity feelings may be expressed as feelings of solidarity and
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similarity, of anchorage and belonging to the local area and community
(Stein, Broderstad, and Bjørnå 2022). Upsetting local territorial boundaries,
for instance through amalgamation, is to upset local identities.

The link between the community/identity logic and amalgamation reform
may also involve a democratic dimension. Often, the formal power to rescale
subnational territories rests at the central level, which may also have the auth-
ority to coerce amalgamation. This is contentious and invokes questions of
local autonomy vis-à-vis central authority (Swianiewicz 2010a, 6). It has
been claimed to even challenge individual autonomy and human rights
too (Erlingsson, Ödalen, and Wångmar 2020). Moreover, amalgamation may
weaken local democracy in terms of participation, representativeness, and
increased distance between citizens and elected officials (De Vries and
Sobis 2014). Indeed, it has been observed that a negative correlation exists
between municipal size and local democracy (Denters et al. 2014; Gendzwill
and Swianiewicz 2016). Advocates of smaller government size further argue
that smaller jurisdictions foster more mutual trust and greater accountability
and responsiveness (Swianiewicz 2010a, 6). In this sense, local government
reform may be seen as intricately tied to the maintenance of local democracy
and democratic legitimacy (Vetter and Kersting 2003). There is such a reason
to expect aversion towards municipal upscaling by advocates of the commu-
nitarian view of local governance. Linking this assumption to reform prefer-
ences among local representatives, the second set of hypotheses may be
formulated as follows:

H2a: A local politician prioritizing communitarian considerations is less likely to
desire amalgamation.

H2b: If a local politician believes that smaller local governments provide citizens
with greater influence in municipal affairs, the less likely they are to desire
amalgamation.

The hypotheses that have to do with the logics of territorial reform cover
the study’s main variables of interest.5 This does not mean they are expected
(either theoretically or empirically) to capture all variations in the local poli-
ticians’ amalgamation preferences. Policy preferences are a complex
phenomenon, to which a variety of factors contribute. The central variables
are therefore subjected to a range of controls, at both individual and munici-
pal levels. At the individual level, controls relate to the respondent’s position
in the local political milieu, both in the local political party and in the munici-
pal council. These relate the question of amalgamation to the propensity of
involved actors’willingness (or incentives) to reform their institutional milieus
(Bowler, Donovan, and Karp 2006). Controls also include personal back-
ground characteristics of education and employment status, which relate
to the notion of socialization factors affecting one’s engagement in and
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views on the public sector (Campbell 2006; Tatham and Bauer 2015). Munici-
pal-level controls account for the municipality’s characteristics: geographic,
population, and economic size. Local referenda are also controlled for as,
though advisory, they represent an authoritative democratic impetus on
representatives’ decisions (Folkestad et al. 2021).

Finally, local representatives are usually affiliated with a political party’s
local branch. And within a party, there are usually some shared notions of
how best to organize the public sector (Heywood 2015). Moreover, local
reform efforts may be driven and even catalysed through local–national
party networks and alliances, wherein subnational parties may act as
agents of centrally initiated reforms through active interpretation and
implementation (Fimreite 1996, 191). The representative’s party affiliation is
therefore also accounted for.

Case, data, and applied methods

The Norwegian Local Government Reform

The 2014–2020 Norwegian Local Government Reform (LGR) serves as the
study’s case focus. The reform was initiated in 2014 by the Conservative/Pro-
gress Party minority coalition government. The government received parlia-
mentary support from the Liberal and the Christian Democratic parties, and
in the early stages of the reform, from the Labor Party as well.6 The govern-
ment’s stated intention of the LGR was to create ‘larger and more robust
units’, and through amalgamation reap ‘better welfare services, more sustain-
able community development and stronger local self-rule’ (Manifesto for the
Norwegian Government 2013, 6;47, 2019, 57). The government did not set or
propose a specific level or numbered reduction of municipalities. Rather, they
would mainly rely on voluntary amalgamations anchored through local advi-
sory referenda, letting the municipal councils decide. However, the govern-
ment was also willing to coerce amalgamation, should certain conditions
apply.7

A government-appointed committee set and provided a framework for the
reform. The committee recommended a minimum municipal population size
of 15,000–20,000 to secure ‘robust service delivery’, and that municipal
borders should reflect ‘functional areas’. In other words, citizens should
operate their daily lives within the same jurisdictions so that administrative
boundaries would match modern living- and travel patterns, to ensure
streamlined and effective local governance. They also stressed the need to
balance service delivery and local democracy, as the latter could be nega-
tively affected by creating larger municipalities (Vabo et al. 2014, 127–138).

Following the committee’s report, the municipalities commenced inter-
municipal negotiations to determine their amalgamation position. Once
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these had concluded, local advisory referenda were held. Most rejected the
plans, and by June 2016, most municipal councils had decided against
amalgamation. Despite widespread local rejection, however, a historic
number of amalgamations was achieved. The reform reduced the
number of municipalities from 428 in 2014, to 356 in 2020; 119 municipa-
lities formed 47 new.8 Nevertheless, the LGR materialized geographically
uneven, with most amalgamations taking place along the coast and
around the cities (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Municipal amalgamations in the Norwegian Local Government Reform.
Source: Norwegian Mapping Authority.
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After the LGR’s implementation, parliamentary willingness for further
reform has faded.9 Further amalgamation efforts are instead theorized to
be initiated and driven by the municipalities themselves, as a continuous
‘reform without a reform’ (Fimreite and Flo 2018).

Data and methods

A rich survey data set is employed to analyse Norwegian local politicians’
amalgamation preferences. The survey was distributed by email to munici-
pal council representatives in every municipality. A total of 8450 represen-
tatives were contacted. The data collection took place between 1 October
and 7 November 2018, placing it within the 2015–2019 local election
term. After the initial distribution, recipients who had not responded
were sent up to three reminders. Of the recipients, 3387 completed the
survey in full, producing a response rate of 40.1%. Just under a third of
the respondents (N = 1021, 30.14%) belong to a municipal council that
decided to amalgamate.

To measure local representatives’ functional and communitarian leanings,
the respondents were asked which of the following issues they mainly prior-
itized when the question of amalgamation was to be decided in the munici-
pal council: the municipality’s economy, municipal services, local democracy,
or local belonging.10 This categorical variable has been recoded to a dummy
variable with the first two considerations combined to form a functional pri-
ority, the latter two to a community/identity priority. The respondents were
next asked to what extent they agreed (on a 5-point ordinal scale ranging
from ‘Strongly disagree’ = 1 to ‘Strongly agree’ = 5) to the notion that larger
local governments are more capable of taking care of their citizens’ needs.
A second notion, on an identical scale, put to the respondents the proposition
that smaller local government give citizens greater influence in the municipal
council’s decisions. Translated survey questions are available in the sup-
plementary appendix (A1).

The average respondent is just over 50 years old. A gender balance of 64%
men and 36% women, closely reflects the total population (61% to 39%) (SSB
2018). The distribution of respondents according to their party affiliation also
closely matches the actual distribution following the 2015 local elections,
with difference values ranging from 0 to 1.7 percentage points. A notable
minority (7%) is either affiliated with a municipal-specific local party or
lacks party affiliation. The average representative has been a party member
between 5 and 10 years, having served for a little less than three electoral
periods. Their position as municipal council representative is for most a
part-time engagement, as 73% occupy a full-time position in the workplace.
Ordinary members of the council make up 59% of the respondents, 28% have
a presidency position, 6% serve as deputy mayor, 7% as mayor.
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The data is fundamentally hierarchical. Indeed, it is possible to identify a
clustering of the individuals of particular interest: their party affiliation.
While this study gauges individual representatives’ amalgamation preference,
the fact that elected representatives are nested within a party organization
should not be ignored, and it can be expected that parties take a collective
position on amalgamation. A party-based cleavage is therefore expected to
act as an influential group mechanism behind the individual representative’s
amalgamation preference. The posited preference variation due to the repre-
sentatives’ party affiliation is empirically tested by observing the degree of
intraclass correlation (ICC) on the dependent variable. In the empty model,
an ICC of .188 is observed. In other words, roughly 19 percent of the variance
of the respondents’ amalgamation preference is attributable to their party
affiliation. Following the recommendations of Leckie (2013) and Sommet
and Morselli (2017), a multi-level (logistic) regression model is employed to
analyse the individual local politicians’ amalgamation stance. Table 1 sum-
marizes descriptive statistics of all variables.

Several of the variables chosen for this study can be theoretically expected
to covariate. Empirically testing multi-collinearity reveals max (Large Local
Gvt: Better Services = 1.54) and mean (1.19) variance inflation factor (VIF)
values that demonstrate multi-collinearity are within acceptable, even con-
servative, estimates of collinearity issues when individual-level policy prefer-
ences are analysed (Johnston, Jones, and Manley 2018). The supplementary
appendix provides a full overview of VIF and correlation values of all variables
(A2 and A3).

The hypotheses are evaluated in two different models. First, a model
testing the core hypotheses themselves, i.e. the logics of functionalism and
community/identity, on the representatives’ amalgamation preference. The
second model introduces the controls outlined in table 1. Full table
formats of all models are provided in the supplementary appendix (A4–A9).

Results

Upon deciding whether to support amalgamation, municipal services were
seen as the most important issue to most respondents (48%), followed by
local democracy (27%), the municipality’s economy (13%), while fewest
prioritized local belonging (8%).11 This is perhaps not so surprising, as Nor-
wegian local governments are responsible for a relatively broad range of
public services. Indeed, Norway’s local level ‘constitutes a major part of
the public sector in terms of their task portfolio, the number of employees
and in terms of financial resources’ (Christensen, Fimreite, and Lægreid
2014, 441). Issues facing local representatives are thus often related to
the public services they oversee. The respondents show they largely per-
ceived that to have been the case with municipal amalgamation too. As
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Table 1. Descriptive summary of variables.
Explanatory factor Variable description Source Type N Min / Max Mean (SD) Expected Sign

Dependent variable Representative’s amalgamation stance Survey Dummy 3310 0/1 .54 (.50)
Rescaling logics Priority: Functionalism Survey Dummy 3310 0/1 .63 (.48) +

Large local Government: Better Services Survey Ordinal 3310 1/5 3.10 (1.30) +
Priority: Community/Identity Survey Dummy 3310 0/1 .36 (.48) –
Small Local Government: Greater Citizen Influence Survey Ordinal 3310 1/5 3.85 (1.12) –

Control Rank in municipal council’s party group Survey Categorical 3070 1/3 1.74 (.91)
Rank in municipal council Survey Categorical 3080 1/4 1.60 (.88)
Committee membership Survey Discrete 3096 0/2 1.20 (.87)
Party membership seniority Survey Discrete 3107 1/4 3.41 (.79)
Municipal council seniority Survey Discrete 3102 1/7 2.65 (1.68)
Seeking re-election (yes) Survey Dummy 3055 0/1 .54 (.50)
Education level Survey Categorical 3105 1/5 3.79 (1.20)
Employment status (full time employment) Survey Dummy 3104 0/1 .73 (.44)
Geographic size (10 km2) SSB Continuous 3110 0.6/896.9 61.26 (72.23)
Population (1000) SSB Continuous 3109 0.21/673.47 19.83 (46.32)
Net budgetary result per capita (1000 NOK) SSB Continuous 3079 −6.44/44.31 3.32 (2.86)
Referendum (yes to amalgamation) CCRD Dummy 2255 0/1 .41 (.49)

Group Party affiliation Survey Categorical 3110 1/10 5.34 (2.57)

Notes: Municipal scale data drawn from the Norwegian Statistics Bureau (SSB) from 2016, when the councils made their amalgamation decision. Geographic size regards the muni-
cipality’s landmass in km2. Economic size is measured as a net budgetary result per capita, indicating economic leeway and general financial security after expenditures are
accounted for. In the statistical modelling they have been transformed to a logarithmic scale due to their skewed distribution. The five municipalities that amalgamated in
2017 and 2018 (before the survey’s distribution) are omitted from these variables. Referendum data drawn from The Centre of Competence on Rural Development (CCRD, Dis-
triktssenteret 2021, 2022) and based on results of local referenda or opinion polling where referenda were not conducted. 116 municipalities (28% of respondents) did not conduct
either.
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for the notions put to the respondents concerning the virtues of local gov-
ernment size, a majority (71%) either somewhat or strongly agree that
smaller local governments better accommodate citizens’ influence. The
proposition that larger local governments are better suited to take care of
citizens’ needs is more divisive, with roughly 55% in agreement (unsure/
neutral responses omitted).

Figure 2 displays the results of the two-level logit regression modelling.
The variables of functionalism and community/identity display robust, and
strikingly divergent, though expected effects (regression tables provided in
the supplementary appendix (A4)). All results are provided in odds ratio
(OR) terms.

The logics of territorial design, both that of functionalism, and that of
community/identity, affect local politicians’ amalgamation stance. They do

Figure 2. Effects of central explanatory variables on local politicians’ amalgamation
stance. Coefficient plot displaying results of two-level mixed-effects logit regression
models. Coefficients displayed in odds ratios (OR). Municipal council representatives
are defined as the lower level (N = 3118 and 3111 in the simple Functionalism and Com-
munity/Identity models, respectively, while N = 2070 and 2067 in the Functionalism and
Community/Identity models with controls introduced, respectively). Representatives’
party affiliation is defined as upper level (N = 10). Black circles (Simple) denote
models consisting only of the central variables of interest, light grey diamonds (Controls)
include individual and municipal-level controls. Vertical dashed line denotes non-signifi-
cance value 1.
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so, as posited by their respective hypotheses, with opposite directionality,
with strong coefficients and remain largely unaffected by the introduction
of controls. The odds of supporting amalgamation are around five times
higher (OR = 5.6 in the simple model and 5.12 when controls are intro-
duced) among those who prioritized functionalism (municipal economy,
services) over issues of community/identity, supporting hypothesis H1a.
Conversely, those who prioritized community/identity issues (local belong-
ing, democracy) rather than functionalism, are much less likely to take a
positive amalgamation stance, in line with the expectation of H2a.
Indeed, they will support amalgamation only 15 times out of 100 (OR =
0.15 in both models). To smaller but still significant extents, the perceptions
of the virtues of larger and smaller government size show similar effects,
thus also supporting the expectations hypothesized in H1b and H2b. Sup-
porters of larger local governments as a basis for improved service quality
are more than twice as likely (OR = 2.55 in the simple model and 2.64 in
the full model) to support amalgamation as those who do not support
this statement. Conversely, advocates of the virtues of smaller local govern-
ment, in creating better arenas for civic/democratic representation and
responsiveness, are less likely to desire amalgamation – having just under
half of the odds (0.47 (0.45 with controls)) of supporting amalgamation as
those who do not support this notion.

The logics of territorial design are thus shown to have a relationship with
attitudes toward amalgamation among local politicians consistent with out-
lined theoretical expectations. Local political support of the LGR, like the
central government advocates of the reform, stemmed from a functionalist
perspective. Aversion towards amalgamation meanwhile, was grounded in
issues of local democracy, belonging, and representativeness.

Observing the direct effects between the central independent variables of
interest and the dependent variable offers some insights into the way local
politicians view amalgamation. But the real world is usually more complex,
and various factors often interact together to shape preferences and behav-
iour. Behaviour may in this sense not only be shaped by an individual’s pre-
ferences, beliefs, and values, but also by the environment in which they act
(Tatham 2017). Despite observing strong direct effects of the central indepen-
dent variables, the local politicians’ attitudes may be more conditional than
what Figure 2 can reveal.

Following this argument and expecting the respondents to have some
knowledge of, and be affected by, their surrounding environment, the first
set of possible factors conditioning the relationships between the indepen-
dent and dependent variables have to do with the characteristics of the muni-
cipality they represent. These variables have therefore been extracted from
the full models to test whether they moderate the observed influence of
the logics of territorial design.
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Figures 3 and 4 consist of 12 two-way interactions, separated according to
the functional and community/identity variables. They contain all possible
combinations of the central independent variables and municipal scales
(geography, population, economy). Full models in table format are provided
in the supplementary appendix (A5 and A6).

The scale characteristics of the municipality, though variably, show some
influence on the independent variables. Figures 3 and 4 show that generally,
the municipality’s characteristic dampens the effect observed between terri-
torial logics and the probabilities of support and aversion towards amalgama-
tion. The logics behind the local representatives’ amalgamation stance
matters less as a preference determinant when the municipality’s size, be it
geographic, population or economic, increases. A notable exception is
found in the interaction between population size and functional prioritization
(Figure 3, column 2, row 1). In more populous municipalities, prioritizing func-
tionality is a stronger motivation to support amalgamation (OR = 1.029). This
could be because representatives in larger municipalities are more suscep-
tible to perceive and observe scale benefits larger local governments
provide, thus making them more inclined to support amalgamation, bringing
more municipalities ‘into the fold’.

Another exception is the moderating influence of a municipality’s finances
on the perception that smaller local governments provide greater citizen
influence (Figure 4, column 3, row 2). Whereas the other moderators

Figure 3. Conditional functionalist effects of municipal size on amalgamation stance
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(geography and population) weaken the community/identity variables’ effect
on the dependent variable, it is in this instance strengthened (OR = 1.039). As
a municipality becomes more financially secure, the local representatives’
attitudinal inclination towards the virtue of small local government size
becomes a stronger impetus for opposing amalgamation. This effect is
perhaps not too surprising. Ensuring financially secure – or economically
robust –municipalities was a central aim of the LGR. As such, if a municipality
does not require greater financial security than it already enjoys, less may be
the perceived need to enlarge the municipality. Instead, the representative
virtue of small local government size can be maintained, because it does
not stand at odds with the need for improved financial management. The
municipality’s economy also shows an interesting influence on the perceived
virtues of larger government size (Figure 3, column 3, row 2). Local represen-
tatives are more likely to support amalgamation if they perceive that larger
local governments provide better services. This effect grows stronger as
the municipality’s financial results improve. But the effect has a ceiling,
with the greatest effect observed at (log) net budgetary result = 0 (dy/dx
= .170). Once the municipality’s economy improves beyond that, the effect

Figure 4. Conditional community/identity effects of municipal size on amalgamation
stance. Conditional average marginal effects modelled through two-way interaction
regressions. Dashed lines denote 95% confidence intervals. Values on Y-axis denote
the marginal effects of independent variables on the dependent variable, depending
on logarithmic municipal scale values on the X-axis. N = 2070 for all models in Figure
3. N = 2067 for all models in this figure.
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diminishes (to dy/dx = .12 at the net budgetary result (log) = 4). This may indi-
cate that municipalities, up to a point, may see amalgamation as a potential
for improving their economic situation, reducing the risk of fiscal stress. The
potential to improve public services through amalgamation is thus an
expression of want for financial security. If municipal finances are already
reliable, however, the perceived service benefits of larger local governments
on economic grounds are no longer as prevalent.

The second explanatory factor extracted from the full models and treated
as interacting variables has to do with the local status of the respondents.
Three variables have been selected as they directly relate to the representa-
tive’s position in the local political milieu, and the risks to those positions’
amalgamation may pose. These are the individual’s position in the local
party (Municipal party group rank) and in the municipal council itself (Munici-
pal council rank and Committee membership).

Through the internal reorganization necessitated by amalgamation, local
representatives become stakeholders by being subjects of a reshuffling of
political structures. Political competition may increase in larger government
units, adding an electoral-strategic and competitive dynamic to the desirabil-
ity of amalgamation. This can for instance happen by a proliferation in the
number of parties vying for votes (Koch and Rochat 2017), but also internally,
as multiple local parties amalgamate to reflect the new jurisdiction. Hence,
the treatment of these variables as potential moderating forces draws
upon the idea that institutional stakeholders are incentivized to take a con-
servative approach towards institutional change (Bowler, Donovan, and
Karp 2006). After all, for the individual municipality, municipal amalgamation
represents a radical change, perhaps the most fundamental change a govern-
ment system can undergo: ceasing to exist (Blom-Hansen 2010, 51). Strat-
egies may be implemented to reduce opposition driven by personal
stakeholder dynamics, such as pension schemes or retaining certain positions
and offices for a limited time (Swianiewicz, Gendzwil, and Zardi 2017, 50). But
these are not a guaranteed feature of amalgamation, are dependent on local
arrangements, and can only temporarily alleviate such concerns. Government
representatives may as such remain resistant towards change because they
will want to remain in and retain control over their environments (Bowler,
Donovan, and Karp 2006). How then, do such dynamics materialize when
local representatives must decide on whether to drastically alter their
environments?

Figures 5 and 6 display 12 two-way interactions wherein variables relating
to local status are treated as moderators. For full regression models, see sup-
plementary appendix (A7 and A8).

The short answer is, not much. The overall picture presented by Figures 5
and 6 is that the representative’s position in the local political milieu has
only miniscule influence on the (more important) governance values
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expressed by the functionalist and communitarian approaches. Generally, it
does not substantially matter where they sit to determine where they stand
on the logics of territorial design to explain their amalgamation preferences.
The predictive capacities of these logics remain largely unaltered between
ordinary member and elites in the local political milieu. Indeed, the initial
modelling revealed a general lack of direct effects between these variables
and the dependent variable (see Appendix A4). As such, the representative’s
position in local politics generally does not matter where they stand on the
question of amalgamation – directly or indirectly. Nevertheless, a few cases
warrant some attention.

A functionalist priority is a marginally stronger driver of amalgamation
support in the municipal council and committee leaderships than among
their ordinary members (Figure 5, column 2, row 1, OR = 1.282, and column
3, row 1, OR = 1.112, respectively). Similarly, the effect of the perceived
virtue of larger government as an amalgamation motivator is strengthened,
though this also at a negligible level, and only among local party and
council committee leaderships (Figure 5, column 1, row 2, OR = 1.081, and
column 3, row 2, OR = 1.007).

As for the logic of community/identity, if small government size is seen as
an arena for increased citizen influence, and this increases aversion towards
amalgamation (see Figure 2), then this is seen as even more of a reason to
resist amalgamation among committee members and leaders. Conversely,

Figure 5. Conditional functionalist effects of local status on amalgamation stance.
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this is less so the case among those higher ranked in the council itself (Figure
6, column 3, row 2, OR = 1.075 and column 2, row 2, OR = 0.926, respectively).

A final inquiry into the potentially conditional nature of representatives’
amalgamation stance explores the outcomes of local referenda. Although
the national government had the final say, the reform primarily relied on
the voluntary acceptance of the municipalities to amalgamate.12 As
described in the preceding section, local advisory referenda, opinion
polling and other forms of citizen engagements were conducted to
gauge the population’s views on amalgamation. The involvement of citi-
zens in this way can be seen as resulting from and anchored to historical
legacies of strong and enduring norms of local democracy and self-rule in
the Norwegian system (Baldersheim and Rose 2010; Gustafsson 1998;
Sellers, Lindström, and Bae 2020). Indeed, in 1995, a parliamentary decision
stated that, as a principle, any municipal amalgamation should be based on
the consent of the citizens in the affected municipalities (Baldersheim and
Rose 2010, 88). Outcomes of local referenda can therefore be expected to
influence a representative’s attitudinal inclination towards the logics of
functionalism and community/identity as motivators of amalgamation pre-
ferences, because they may provide an authoritative democratic impetus

Figure 6. Conditional community/identity effects of local status on amalgamation
stance. Conditional average marginal effects modelled through two-way interaction
regressions. Dashed lines denote 95% confidence intervals. Values on Y-axis denote
the marginal effects of independent variables on the dependent variable, depending
on the local party and council status values on the X-axis. Individual level N = 2070
and 2067 for all models in Figure 5 and this figure, respectively.
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on their decisions (Folkestad et al. 2021). How strong then, are the logics of
territorial design in the face of an electorate’s stated preferences? The final
set of interaction is undertaken with the outcome of the local referenda
and opinion polling. Figure 7 displays four interaction models to this
end, with full models in table format provided in the supplementary
appendix (A9).

The electorate’s view is influential. The direct, bivariate relationship
between the referendum and the dependent variable shows that municipa-
lities that vote yes in the referendum are associated with a threefold increase
in the odds of representatives’ support of amalgamation (OR = 3.3). The inter-
cept, or a no-outcome of the referendum, returns the odds of supporting
amalgamation closer to that of a coin toss (OR = 0.8), indicating that should
the citizens oppose amalgamation plans, that cannot as strongly predict
the outcome one way or another, although it does lean the representative
towards an oppositional attitude. The local representatives will then
instead rally functionalism or community/identity issues as sources of their
support or aversion towards amalgamation. Once the citizens support amal-
gamation, however, the effects the territorial logics have on the

Figure 7. Conditional effects of referendum on amalgamation stance. Conditional
average marginal effects modelled through two-way interaction regressions. Dashed
lines denote 95% confidence intervals. Values on Y-axis denote effects on the marginal
predicted mean, or the predicted effects of the independent variable X on the depen-
dent variable Y, depending on local referenda outcomes on the X-axis, Z. N = 2070 and
2067 in functionalism and community/identity models, respectively.
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representatives’ amalgamation preferences are reduced. The grounds on
which one supports amalgamation moves from the costs/benefits-debate
the logics represent in the direction of the wishes of the electorate.
However, two points must here be conceded. First, the effects of functional-
ism and community/identity logics are not reduced to non-significance. They
still play a role in shaping the representative’s amalgamation preference.
Second, although the directionality of both logics’ effects is in a sense
similar (they are both weakened), it does not necessarily mean that similar
dynamics are at play.

The functionalist-leaning representatives are more supportive of amalga-
mation. Theoretically, an electorate in favour of amalgamation could put
further strength to their position, as they could perceive to receive a demo-
cratic confirmation to their views that amalgamation will bring functional
benefits. Yet the effects of the functionalist variables are dampened (OR =
0.75 and 0.65 for ‘Priority. Functionalism’ and ‘Large Local Gvt: Better Services’,
respectively). This could mean that functionalist notions do not necessarily
leave the representatives’ minds, but that the source of their amalgamation
supports shifts in the direction of the preferences of the citizenry. In this
sense, amalgamation plans can be ‘anchored’ to not only expected functional
benefits but to the will of the people, thus adding a democratic legitimacy to
their functionalist goals. There is such a lesser need to rally functionalist ideas
to make the decision, although they still contribute. Meanwhile, those basing
their amalgamation stance on the community and identity logic, will, in the
event of a yes-result, see their aversion not shared by the citizenry. Despite
this, the aversion endures among representatives who prioritized commu-
nity/identity issues. However, its force is weakened with an electorate in
favour of reform (OR = 1.44 and 1.12 for ‘Priority: Community/Identity’ and
‘Small local Gvt: Greater Influence’, respectively). This may in a sense create
a tension for the representatives, and on what they see as the right course
of action.

Concluding discussion

Bordered administrative units are not necessarily set in stone. Local territories
especially may be pressured to change over time, driven by domestic or inter-
national developments. But the decision to change is a political choice. And
choosing to amalgamate one’s municipality with neighbouring units is in a
sense a potentially existential decision for local politicians. It is a decision
that involves the abolishment of an existing government unit and the cre-
ation of a new one. The stance a local representative takes on amalgamating
their municipality must be the result of a calculation of benefits and costs
such a change will bring. But what benefits, and what sort of costs? This
study operationalizes these through a framework of antithetical logics of
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territorial architecture. These logics hold that benefits of amalgamation may
be associated with ideas of the functionality of governance, emphasizing
efficiency, financial management, and municipal service quality. Costs are
seen as the potential detriment of local identities, democracy, and reduced
opportunities for citizens’ influence over local politics. The 2014–2020 Norwe-
gian Local Government Reform represents a case of amalgamation reform
where these issues were notably present. Hence, the Norwegian case offers
a recent and relevant insight into the dynamics at play in the local political
milieu during times of territorial reform.

The logics of territorial design offer useful explanations of local politicians’
amalgamation preferences. Statistical modelling shows that prioritizing and
supporting ideas of functionality greatly increases the likelihood that a
local representative will support amalgamation. Emphasizing notions relating
to community and identity, meanwhile, strongly reduces this likelihood.
Whilst these findings are in keeping with theoretical expectations, they
shed light on the dynamics involved in local politics, and on why municipa-
lities may amalgamate. Moreover, it is interesting to observe how logics of the
territorial architecture of government provide such strong drivers and
shapers of amalgamation preferences. Many amalgamation reforms in
recent years have taken a top-down coerced rather than voluntary approach.
Given the general requirement of local voluntary cooperation to implement
amalgamations, the Norwegian case offers a useful insight into the dynamics
involved when local representatives are faced with a decision that may upend
their jurisdiction’s territory. This study shows how functionalist and commu-
nitarian mindsets among local representatives are not only present but also
have a predictive capacity in determining the course of a municipality’s future
as an enlarged unit (or not). As such, it also identifies that, in the case of
voluntary amalgamations, local representatives will desire amalgamation in
the name of expected scale effect benefits. Should enough representatives
within one or more involved municipal councils instead hold a communitar-
ian leaning, resistance will likely increase, and amalgamation (at least when
decided at and by the local level) becomes less likely.

But although these preference drivers are strong, they are not entirely
static and unconditional. Indeed, the arguments they represent are prone
to weaken or strengthen, depending on various exogeneous observables:
they depend at times on the municipality’s characteristics, somewhat on
the representative’s position in the local political milieu, and strongly on
the preferences of the electorate.

The specific findings in this study are prone to some limitations. The first
is the obvious limitations of the data, as they concentrate on a single
country case, a single reform, and at a specific time. The second relates
to data collection. The municipal councils made their amalgamation
decisions in or by June 2016. In June 2017, the national parliament
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made its decisions, as the formal authority to make territorial changes
rested with it. The survey was distributed in the autumn of 2018, with
amalgamations set to take place a little over a year later. In effect, the
respondents were asked to express their attitudes and preferences well
after the actual decisions were made. Would a respondent from a soon-
to-be amalgamated municipality relate similar preferences as if their muni-
cipality was not being amalgamated? Could their answers be seen as self-
justification for the decisions that had already been made? While it is
impossible to empirically assess this in the available data, it must be
acknowledged as a potential challenge. Third, the survey measured the
respondents’ governance orientation (functional or communitarian) as
they related to the LGR specifically, rather than as attitudinal measure-
ments of the local government’s role more broadly. Though such variables
would provide valuable additional input, their attitudes toward relevant
topical issues regarding amalgamation specifically, as a response to the
reform they faced, is nevertheless of central relevance and interest to
explore. After all, amalgamation reforms are specific to their time and
place, and their form and scope depend on national and local contexts.
But the issues of functionality and community/identity are not unique to
the Norwegian setting. Indeed, territorial reform is often framed through
notions related to scale effects, functionality, community, identity, and
democracy – across time and countries (Erlingsson, Ödalen, and
Wångmar 2020; Swianiewicz 2021b). The findings of this study are as
such travelable.

They invite further research of the local political sphere during times of
territorial reform and how different logics act as shapers of territorial
reforms locally, but also of how local representatives’ more general govern-
ance orientations may shape territorial political preferences, and by exten-
sion, the domestic territorial architecture of government. Is a local
representative’s status and placement in the local political environment
more important as a predictor of territorial preferences in some political
systems than others? Can feelings of local community, identity and democ-
racy motivate and support amalgamation efforts in certain contexts?
Further cross-country comparative research into the dynamics at play in
the local political milieu and how these respond to the logics at play in
the discussion of territorial reform, as well as further studies of local repre-
sentatives’ roles, views, and preferences when facing amalgamation
decisions is encouraged.

Notes

1. Economic and political/legal frameworks at the national level may also be influ-
ential (Swianiewicz 2021a).
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2. The two are not necessarily seen as independent forces (Bolgherini, Casula and
Marotta 2018).

3. Typical examples include the effects amalgamation have on administrative
costs (Blesse and Thushvanthan 2016, Nakazawa 2013, Reingewertz 2011,
Roesel 2017) or on public service quality (Allers and Geertsema 2014, Steiner,
et al. 2018).

4. This notion has also been formulated as a postfunctional theory of governance
(Hooghe and Marks 2016)

5. Their potential interacting dynamics (as well as those outlined in H1a and H1b)
are elaborated on in the supplementary appendix (A10)

6. The Labor Party withdrew their support following the party’s general confer-
ence in 2015, due to the government’s intended use of coercion to compel
amalgamations (Klausen, Askim and Vabo 2016, 43).

7. These conditions were not formally or specifically defined but related to
structural appropriateness and retaining an overall territorial cohesion
(Rec. 2014, 42).

8. Five amalgamations took place ahead of schedule: one in January 2017, four in
January 2018.

9. Following the 2021 general election, the Conservative-led government was
replaced by a Labor/Centre Party government. The new government has
declared its willingness to support reversing amalgamations if desired by the
municipal council.

10. Local employment made up a fifth category. This category has been omitted as
it does not correspond directly to either functionalist or community/identity
frames.

11. The remaining four percent prioritized local employment.
12. The national parliament subjected 13 municipalities (making up 96 respondents

in the survey data) to amalgamation against their will.
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